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ART AS A  
  “BATTLE”-FIELD 

On annette hollywood’s Life and Work

Ja, das ist das wahre Künstlerleben,
keine Zeit auf der Wolke zu schweben.
Ewiges Streben und Hoffen
zwischen Ernüchterung und besoffen vor Sinn.
Parallele Welten, Geld ist selten.
Weiter ins Ungewisse schweben,
es gelten keine Regeln. 
Ja, so ist das wahre Künstlerleben.1

A Real Artist’s Life
In a video work from 2006, annette hollywood sings with an 
ironic undertone about this “real artist’s life,” the title of the 
video and a central focus of her artistic engagement. In various 
media and formats of presentation, she explores, often with 
just the right amount of humor, the construction of artists’ 
myths, their influence on canonization in art history, media 
representation, and everyday life in the art world. She parodies 
stereotypes and clichés. In her musical works in particular, 
annette hollywood turns with great irony against the notion of 
artists who dream of big money, diamonds, and women. She 
sings about realness and takes things up with the rapper Jay-Z; 
appears in a suit and tie, and she likes to wear a lot of bling-
bling herself. For annette hollywood, critique of the system 
is always coupled with an enduring fascination for the cult of 
stardom and the popular, as is also manifest in the artist’s very 
name. Like VALIE EXPORT, who renamed herself in 1967 after 
her favorite brand of cigarettes and whose name can only be 
written in all caps, annette hollywood’s name, always written 
using only lower case letters, seems like a brand. Taking on the 
name Hollywood allows a transfer of identities in a classical 
feminist sense,2 promising, unlike EXPORT, glamour while also 
sounding like drag.
 In this sense, annette hollywood is an artificial product 
created by the artist herself. As such, she takes on various per-
sonae, standing in solidarity with her fellow artist colleagues 
and thus intervening in an art history that is coded in a primar-
ily heteronormative way. It is the construct of a woman artist’s 
personality that criticizes social conditions and at the same 
time can preserve her sense of humor thanks to her immanent 
irony and parody. In this way, hollywood also always promises 
deceptively beautiful appearances, the fairy tale of success. 
 One of the first works that she produced under this name 
is dedicated to her own appearance. Mach Dir ein Bild von 

annette hollywood [Have a Look at annette hollywood (2001)] 
consists of a total of sixteen videos that show various street 
artists in New York creating portraits of hollywood. Together 
with the drawings themselves, the videos were shown for the 
first time at an exhibition with the same title at Halle für Kunst 
in Lüneburg in 2001. The portraits could hardly be any more 
different from one another in terms of their execution and 
conceptions of beauty. They reflect not only the respective 
viewpoint but also the (adopted) habitus with which they were 
created, from expressive artistic gestures to carrying out 
what is clearly a bread-and-butter job, working to make a mere 
living without any particular aesthetic conception in mind. 
At the same time, in her work and in the exhibition hollywood 
breaks the gap between professional artists and amateurs by 
literally leaving the show to them. 
 Conversely, she soon after made the show itself a sub-
ject. The several-part video installation annette hollywood 
starring Regina Zirkowski (2002) spotlights the artist character 
from the popular German soap opera Marienhof, a TV series 
that not only due to its fictional basis, but also its broadcast 
format scarcely finds a place in art history. In Darf ich vorstellen, 
die Künstlerin [Allow me to Present the Artist (2002)], for 
example, the artist character enters the scene holding the hand 
of her life partner and is met with enthusiastic applause. In the 
video, this act is then played back in reverse and begins anew. 
Zirkowski is literally trapped in the loop of her success. A series 
of watercolors with the revealing title Aquarelle werden gern 
gekauft [Watercolors Sell Well] takes up individual film stills 
and a quotation from the conversation between gallerist and 
artist from the episode itself. The video Im Studio [In the Studio 
(2002)], here presented on an easel, shows Zirkowski at work 
in the studio. While painting, she undergoes emotional highs 
and lows and is only able to continue her work with the encour-
aging words of her partner. hollywood embeds all of this in a 
sort of mise-en-abyme, or in other words: she outs herself here 
as the one responsible for the editing and the overall staging 
in the exhibition context. 
 That this artist persona that literally steps into the image 
can only be taken with a grain of salt is made especially clear 
when looking at the video work Everybodies History from 
2000, based on 8-mm-films from hollywood’s childhood. 
Here the focus shifts from her own, supposedly singular story 
to the social plane and rejects the notion that artistic talent is 
something one is born with. “This film is not about me, it’s 
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everybody’s history,” hollywood sings to a catchy beat, plead-
ing to be freed of the parental or familial view of herself. The 
linked, conscious departure from a clearly defined social role 
allows her greater artistic freedom that, besides the purely 
performative dimension, includes above all active intervention 
in (art) history.
 In her two-part Hollywood Art History from 2002, she 
explores the representation of artists in film in terms of gender 
difference and their respective embedding in a social and 
political context. The first part Artists in Love is dedicated to the 
representation of three female artists: Artemisia Gentileschi, 
Frida Kahlo, and Camille Claudel. In this film, parts from three 
different feature films are cut together so that the three artists 
enter into a conversation with one another, and even more, 
get entangled in a ménage à trois dominated by emotional out-
breaks, jealously, and fear of being left alone. Even if the new 
story can obviously be read as cruising the movies from a les-
bian perspective, this does not distract from the sexist qualities 
of the original material, which occasionally verges on soft-core 
pornography, with the artistic ability of the women not placed 
at the foreground, but their vulnerability, emotionality, and their 
bodies exposed, often with a flimsy excuse. The subsequent 
trilogy Multiple Artist (2002) on Vincent van Gogh, Rembrandt, 
and Andy Warhol, in contrast, places three different films 
shot in different years alongside one another and allows their 
respective protagonists to engage with one another. This 
makes clear not only the respective stylization of the misunder-
stood genius, but how little this all has to do with a reality of 
any kind. 
 Labeled as Hollywood Art History, these film works make 
a specific approach to history clear. It is in a dual sense holly-
wood’s history, shaped by queer-feminist desire and without 
any claim to historical verifiability. Precisely through the decon-
structive element of cutting, it forms a basis to dream in poten-
tialities, to think about “what would happen if?” What if history 
had run a different course, what if we could rewrite it? What if a 
queer-feminist historiography would win out? 

Fake It Till You Make It
But a fairy tale would not be a fairy tale if it were real. Beautiful, 
false appearances would not be what they are if they were 
actual. annette hollywood thus usually initiated her own solo 
shows. Thematically speaking, these exhibitions also deal 
repeatedly with the power differential within the art world and 
engage with the omnipresent clichés of the participants’ 
habitus. In no gallery, established by the artist in Kreuzberg in 
Berlin in 2008, for example, she shows different works, pro-
duced largely for this production context that all revolve around 
the relationships of individual agents within the art world to 
one another.3 In the video Sorry Curator (2008), shown there 
for the first time, hollywood as artist, marked by wearing a 
gold chain with oversized writing, engages in a hip-hop-like 
confrontation with a curator also played by her, now wearing a 
black shirt, sunglasses, and a golden tie. 

C: Hey, good to see you.
A: How are you?
C: I’m doing fine, great. Curating the 

next Busy Biennale. It will open up next 
week and what about you?
A: I’m fine, doing a lot of new work…
A: Hey curator, listen, I thought we were 
friends. But my career never gets your 
helping hand.

After these words of greeting, this battle plays out in exag-
gerated form with clichéd conceptions on both sides, both in 
terms of the behavior and appearance of the artists, the rela-
tions of dependency between artists and curators, and the 
triangle of artistic production, gallery representation, and cura-
torial attention. 

C: You are over 35 and don’t take drugs. 
Not helpful that you think the system 
sucks. 
A: Art is my life, comes from my heart. 
C: But in the market plays that the 
smallest part.

The desire for fame and “great vision” are contrasted with mar-
keting and mere recognition. But that these fronts cannot be so 
easily played out against one another, as Birgit Eusterschulte 
has made clear, is visible ultimately in that both roles are played 
by hollywood in the video;4 and on top of that, in an exhibition 
that she herself curated. The power structure addressed in 
Sorry Curator is also taken up in other works in the exhibition: 
the installation Umzingelt [Surrounded (2008)] forms a symbolic 
assemblage of artist, art dealer, critic, collector, curator—here 
also in the form of simple marking with gold spray paint on 
T-shirts. Anyone, the constellation suggests, could in principle 
wear one of these T-shirts. The rather slapstick-like painting Big 
Artist is Watching You (2008) with its golden shoes and two 
dots painted as eyes, is, in contrast, directed at the beholder. 
It is significantly placed in the corner, a location that is charged 
in an art historical sense by the work of Joseph Beuys and 
Robert Morris. The Artist Name Rings (since 2007) No Bock 
and Daemon Hirst, shown in a glass case, in contrast, establish 
once again the link to hip hop and its “speak-out” culture. 
But not all is gold that glitters, as hollywood makes more than 
clear in the title of the exhibition. With the crossed out negative 
no gallery, she is not presenting an alternative to the commer-
cial art show, but is rather marking the absence of the market 
in its entire ambivalence as a condition and a principle. 
 Similar to the way hollywood engages with the television 
character Regina Zirkowski, she produces for this display a 
directly linked constellation of works that reflect on their exhib-
ited character from the very start. That is to say, even if the 
video works are the focus, they are conceived in terms of con-
text and installation. In this way, hollywood implicitly maintains 
a largely independent voice vis-à-vis gallerists and curators 
that could be potentially involved. 
 In the video work made a few years later Hit (By Great Art) 
(2011), hollywood moved this aspect even more into focus. 
While a young, hyped male artist is actually able to achieve 
“a great hit”—quite by accident—he is revealed to be a puppet 
who was actually commissioned by the female artist. She is 
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the one feeding a very particular market segment by way of the 
mediating figure Hugo Maria First. The works produced for 
him are simple in terms of their idea, catchy, sometimes witty, or 
loaded with sexual connotations or pseudo-political word play 
like KommErz. Here too, the color gold dominates. The entire 
staging of the opening ritual doesn’t leave out any clichés: 
advice from the gallerist to the newcomer and her classifica-
tion of the artist’s work for the audience in terms of art history 
(the central term here being suprematism) and a clever mar-
keting strategy (a tote bag with the motif of the black square 
taken from Malevich becomes Take Away Art). The complaint 
of an interested customer that “art has [somehow] become so 
commercial,” is responded to with works by the artist that were 
dismissed before as too blatantly political or too critical to sell, 
thus kept in a separate, private room. The collector, who speaks 
to him about the conflict with his mother (First: “Business is 
business, private is private. It’s all farce anyway”) is not lacking, 
nor are the two curators who mock the artist behind his back 
while praising his work to his face. Of course, the perspective 
of the art critic is also essential, including a comparison to 
Kippenberger. The first is embodied by Kai Hölzner, who was 
actually active as a gallerist at time, who speaks in refer-
ring to the large-format Potent Picture of a reverse Fontana, 
of “oppressive masculinity” instead of femininity. This all 
“has something funny about it,” as he continues, “almost like 
Kippen berger.” This picture also stands on golden shoes, 
a golden dildo pushes potency to the middle of the image. 
 From the point of view of the gallerist, the successful 
picture of the evening is created quite spontaneously before 
the opening by way of draping her golden blouse over a 
warped painting (in the words of the gallerist : “Hugo, that’s 
ingenious”). The evening ends with a party with electro-trash 
music, as was virtually de rigueur in the early 2000s (“You are 
my topseller,” also sung by hollywood) and a flirty dance of 
the artist with Hugo Maria First that the gallerist can’t put up 
with for very long. The scene of jealousy is followed by a cut: 
now we see annette hollywood in her studio with the maga-
zine Art Investor featuring her on the cover. When Hugo enters 
the scene, hollywood clears things up: “You know, I’m really 
happy that you do all the work with the rich ladies for me.” She 
just finished First’s latest work: Hit (By Great Art). The last 
lines of the electro song can be heard: “The pale male fairy 
tale, for sale.”
 Here, too, the artist thus presents herself as the one 
pulling the strings, but her actual work is only marginally 
treated: the series of prints Reality Check for example, that 
was considered “too critical” for the artist figure Hugo Maria 
First, illustrates statistics on the relationship between women 
and men in the art business. Referring to her own appearance 
with a mustache and tie, hollywood provides the following 
explanation: “I’m just shooting my new video, that’s why I’m in 
drag.” A performance within a performance that once again 
confuses the various elements of hollywood’s artist existence. 
Other roles are enacted by figures familiar from the Berlin art 
world. Sabine Ofenbach, who was head of publishing at the 
influential journal Texte zur Kunst for many years, plays one of 
the curators. The video itself begins with a pan of a solo show 
by hollywood in Out Off Money Space, which was staged 

explicitly for this purpose in Hölzner’s gallery at the time 
at Kottbusser Tor. On the soundtrack, we hear Artists’ Best 
Friends, in which the word “top-seller” is also centrally fea-
tured. In this way, a complex inter-nesting takes place involv-
ing the various actors and hollywood’s works, which are utterly 
inseparable from her signature.
 When three years later annette hollywood was actually 
invited by the Berlin Galerie Futura, a gallery with a decid-
edly feminist orientation, to hold a solo show, this offered an 
ideal opportunity to hold a battle with Jay-Z. The American 
rapper had a year earlier released a music video with the title 
Picasso Baby: A Performance Art Film, which was filmed 
with the involvement of a top-notch audience primarily in the 
white cube of New York’s Pace Gallery. The climax of the video 
is an encounter between Jay-Z and Marina Abramović, based 
on her performance The Artist is Present (2010), which had just 
been shown at PS1 and was the focus of media attention. 
Just as hip hop with Jay-Z here leaves its own métier and enters 
the art field in an almost story-book-like fashion, in her answer 
hollywood abandons the art space in favor of hip hop as a 
culture of urban space. The site of filming: Berlin-Kreuzberg. 
 With her golden banana-seat bike, she rides from her 
studio at Kunstquartier Bethanien to Galerie Futura, outfit-
ted with an oversized golden Bigasso ring. She raps against 
the narcissistic star pretentions of a “you” that has lost all its 
“street credibility” and opposes it to an art concept that feeds 
on utopian moments and a sense of solidarity for fellow artists. 
The climax is reached at the canal next to the Cuvry-Brache, 
which still existed at the time5 directly across from the build-
ing of Jay-Z’s record label Universal, to a reenactment of the 
central motif from Abramović’s The Artist Is Present. holly wood, 
with gestures imitating hip hop style, encounters her direct 
counterpart (played by photographer Dorothea Tuch). What 
was already hinted at in the two previously mentioned works 
becomes explicit here: the city neighborhood itself plays a 
central role in this battle, threatened by gentrification (or, in the 
case of the Cuvry-Brache, already a victim of that process) 
the spaces featured here serve as indicators of a different model 
of society, which has now become more and more utopian. 
 Formally speaking, the video, now A Hip Hop Perfor-
mance Art Film, keeps close to the original. The font and 
appearance of the exhibition, including the advertising banner, 
also reflect the original. Like Jay-Z, hollywood uses logo-like, 
crossed out artist names, now in all caps, while the banner 
can also be read as a reference to her exhibition at no gallery. 
But unlike her counterpart, most of the credits for the film 
go to hollywood herself. An exception here is the mention of 
the cameraman Armin Dierolf, who was also responsible 
for light and sound. In this way, the precarious conditions of 
production are also referenced. 
 The filmic reenactment is framed in a narrative of holly-
wood’s that serves at the same time as a “making of” for the 
exhibition. In the latter, Bigasso Baby is projected onto a mas-
sive exhibition display arranged explicitly for this purpose, on 
the back of which, in contrast to the usual gallery texts, the 
song text can be read in golden graffiti writing. The walls reveal 
a stencil and the sprayed announcement of the exhibition that 
was placed around the city. In a small format, there is a video 
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of Jay-Z with a selection of articles from the press about it, 
including an article about the poor working conditions under 
Abramović. In this light as well, hollywood’s model is like a 
direct response: here at Galerie Futura, a gallery without much 
capital of its own but with a clear political agenda, unpaid work 
is paid respect along with solidarity among artists and the 
inclusion of the social field. 
 It is this very context specificity in hollywood’s works and 
her in part direct reaction to current affairs that gives them 
a fundamental commentary-like aspect. To that extent, she 
does not undertake a radical shift in roles, from artist to curator, 
gallerist, etc., but makes it the object of her own performance. 
“Fake it till you make it.”

New Things from the Trickster
The trickster is a figure that can be well combined with holly-
wood’s practice. Like the fool, the trickster is marked by ambi-
guities and uses his tricks to hold up a mirror to society, often 
from a moral standpoint. In the case of hollywood, this is espe-
cially clear in her direct interaction with the found material. 
She calls this strategy Performing Found Footage: its use was 
already mentioned in the two video works annette hollywood 
starring Regina Zirkowski and Everybodies History. An addi-
tional complex of video works in this context moves a strong 
queer-feminist perspective into focus and is dedicated to the 
representation of lesbian characters in the film industry, while 
her most recent video performs an intervention in a social-
political sense.
 In the video Snowworld (1998), for example, holly wood 
inscribes herself in the British vampire film The Hunger (1983), 
in which Catherine Deneuve and Susan Saradon play a les-
bian love scene. This takes on political explosiveness since the 
representation of a lesbian love scene at the time was often 
only possible under male directors and disguised, for example, 
by motifs like vampirism. hollywood in contrast steps literally 
into the space of illusion opened here, like her filmed counter-
part knocking on the door of her lover, to finally be let in after 
various repetitions and visual disruptions. A love scene devel-
ops between the three women and concludes with the longed-
for kiss with Deneuve. 
 hollywood worked in a similar way in the prior film 
Melting Away (1997), made just before. In this mash-up of the 
no less controversial erotic thriller Basic Instinct and the films 
Mädchen in Uniform, The Hunger, and Königin Christine she 
plays one of the cops. Here as well, after some time of some-
what scanty observation, a kiss takes place and a love scene 
with those pursued. With the rewriting of the found footage 
into a Happy End in the lesbian sense and with no male par-
ticipation, the dream of Hollywood and hollywood both 
become equally true and remain in the end a great illusion by 
way of reaching into the box of tricks. 
 In her most recent film work Der grenzenlose Schlager-
wettbewerb hollywood deals much more soberly and ana-
lytically with the subject of television. In 1968, a year laden 
with significance, she has East and West German Schlager 
competitions meet in a single TV show. The program is dis-
rupted and critically commented on by a representative of the 
“Kunsteigener Betrieb Deutscher Schallplatten” (“Art Owned 

German Record Business,” playing with the East German term 
for state-owned enterprises, “Volkseigener Betrieb”; “We have 
decided to make the dual sound of German music audible 
and visible. We present to you the Schlager competition 1968 
without borders! And now over to you on the other side.”) She 
interrupts the host (What do you mean by “German Schlager 
competition?”), protests against sexism and discrimination 
against women in the West German public television system 
(the juries consist solely of men, with the exception of the 
unnamed secretaries) and comments critically on committee 
assignments. In West Germany, as it turns out, there was a 
close entanglement between the official Schlager competitions 
and the recording industry, while in East Germany the military 
was given a say. annette hollywood herself appears as a pop 
singer in the opening sequence of the West German part of 
the program with a song that consists of the thirty most used 
words in German Schlager. She interacts at the mixing console 
as director, and refers to forgotten female Schlager singers 
from the West like Rica Deus, who moved to the GDR in 1961 
where she became a star with hits like “O Lago Maggiore.” In 
addition, over the course of the film reference is made to West 
German censorship and Rex Gildo’s song “Wer das verbietet” 
is interpreted as a statement against Paragraph 175.6 
 But directly contrasting or rather intercutting the two 
Schlager contests, the link between the supposedly apoliti-
cal genre, the texts in particular, and the respective political 
system is made very clear. The most successful West German 
Schlager singers were almost all born abroad (Roberto Blanco, 
Mireille Mathieu, Heintje, Nana Mouskouri), while the East 
German Schlager was dedicated to “dance music in a socialist 
spirit.” The place of longing is here replaced with realism: 
“Sieh die Welt wie sie ist” was one of Edith Haas’ big hits in the 
East. In addition there are clear differences like the fact that 
the GDR program was broadcast in black and white and hosted 
by a woman (Margot Ebert) while the West German program 
was broadcast in color and hosted by a man (Walter Giller).
 In brief: the video processes the history of the two 
Germanies and casts a new light on a music genre that for 
a long time was ignored by serious musicological or ethno-
musicological investigation.7 One reason for this is the impact 
of Adorno’s work: his comments on “light music” are also 
given a key importance in hollywood’s video: “The pop song 
advertises itself,” “Pop sounds count on an audience of the 
immature,” until the quotations of the Kunsteigener Betrieb 
Deutscher Schallplatten are stopped, somewhat crossly. Der 
grenzenlose Schlagerwettbewerb is not (pure) adoration of the 
stars but a disturbance of the stars’ staging by the state with 
guerilla tactics, which, on the whole, also constructs an uto-
pian moment of a German-German pop song contest in 1968. 

Popular Culture vs. the Art World 
Schlager, pop songs, or hip hop: as the works mentioned 
make clear, in her artistic practice annette hollywood does not 
shy away from transgressing borders between high and 
popular culture. On the contrary: she constantly looks for a 
proximity to the popular and the mass media. In this way, holly-
wood produces an art form that, to some extent, itself refuses 
the elite realm. An art that is humorous and in part necessarily 
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anchored in its specific time and aesthetic. And an art that, 
despite or because of the artist’s name, makes blatant use of 
her own preferences and biographical influences. It is an art 
that is liberating because it allows us to speak about griev-
ances and, more important still, to laugh.
 The latter, and this should also be mentioned in closing, 
becomes clear in The Art Song Collection (2013), with its 
parti cipatory approach. For this hit parade collected in a juke 
box, annette hollywood recorded new versions of 80 pop 
songs, in each replacing the word “love” with the word “art.” 
From “Art is a Battlefield,” “Art Hurts,” and “Art Kills,” to “Art of 
the Common People,” “Computer Art,” and “Everlasting Art,” 
a panorama emerges of in part very emotional statements on 
art that on the basis of a semantic shift contain a very high 
comic potential on the one hand and at the same time express 
much of what the art world so painfully tries to avoid. Visitors 
can pick a song after inserting 50 cents into the jukebox. 
The closely linked installation Art Karaoke (2005) invites partic-
ipants to join in singing the rewritten pop songs. 
 For Adorno, this would perhaps be a final homage to 
the “ritual of socialization.”8 Like German Schlager, pop songs 
are also intended to have a wide impact and to be catchy, 
ultimately the epitome of turning feelings into consumption. 
Their most common theme: love. It offers the decisive moment 
for identification and is degraded in the world of pop at the 
same time to an easily sold formula. But this formula can be 
appropriated and defamiliarized in every new ways, and in this 
way the karaoke moment reflects hollywood’s own practice. To 
that extent, holly wood’s use of music is not due to a kind of 
coolness, but on the contrary allows room for dilettantism. As 
Art Karaoke makes most clear, her works are about a constant 
upheaval against the hierarchies inherent in the art world, its 
elitism and continuing construction of genius. What annette 
hollywood offers us can be understood in the best sense as a 
“queer art of failure,” an art, as Judith (now Jack) Halberstam 
argues, that is able to exist beyond the tyranny of success.9 
And, in conclusion, to return to hollywood’s most aggressive 
battle until now in Bigasso Baby, the best things about it is: 
“It’s free. No commercials. No commercial interest.”10 

Translation from German: Brian Currid

Notes
 
1 Text from the video Real Artist Life – Das wahre Künstlerleben (2006) by annette 
hollywood. 
“Yes, that’s a real artist’s life/No time for your head in the clouds/Endless striving and 
hoping/Between being sober and drunk with significance/Parallel worlds/Money is 
scarce/Forging onward into the unknown/No rules apply/That’s the real artist’s life.” 
2 Early works by EXPORT in particular deal with this set of issues, including 
Identitätstransfer, Smart Export, and Personalitychange – Blue Anchor.
3 no gallery was then continued as a project space for a year together with Anna 
Gollwitzer and 50/50. 
4 Quoted in: annette hollywood, Kunst (2017). 
5 Kreuzberg’s Cuvry-Brache, which was also well known for its graffiti, was a 
center of conflict since the 1990s. Ultimately, Zalando planned to move into the 
complex of office buildings being erected there. But in the spring of 2018, the 
major Berlin Internet retailer announced that it was pulling out of the project due to 
purported failure of the builders to keep promises made in the contract. 
6 Paragraph 175 of German law, which existed from 1872 to 1994, made 
sexual interactions between men a crime. Unlike West Germany, which retained 
the restrictive version of the law from the Nazi period, in the GDR homosexual acts 
between men were no longer prosecuted as of the late 1950s. 
7 An exception worth mention is the book Ein musikalisches Stück Heimat. 
Ethnologische Beobachtungen zum deutschen Schlager (Bielefeld: Transcript Verlag, 
2008), written by German-based Peruvian ethnomusicologist Julio Mendívil.  
8 Theodor W. Adorno, “Leichte Musik,” Musiksoziologie (Reinbek bei Hamburg: 
Rowohlt, 1968), 36. He is referring to the way songs are whistled in a by-the-way 
fashion.
9 Judith Halberstam, The Queer Art of Failure (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2011). 
10 Quote from Bigasso Baby.


